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Abstract 
 

Adleman wrote the first paper in which it is shown that deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) strands could be 
employed towards calculating solutions to an instance of the NP-complete Hamiltonian path problem 
(HPP). Lipton also demonstrated that Adleman’s techniques could be used to solve the NP-complete 
satisfiability problem. In this paper, we use  DNA operations presented by Adleman and Lipton, for 
developing a DNA algorithms to solve the bin-packing problem (BPP). BPP is one of the most important 
combinatorial optimization problems.  In spite of the Np-hardness of BPP our procedures are done in a 
polynomial time. 

 
1. Adleman-Lipton model 

Bio-molecular computers work at the molecular level. Since biological and mathematical operations 

have some similarities, DNA, the genetic material that encodes the living organisms, is stable and 

predictable in its reactions and can be used to encode information for mathematical systems. 

A DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is a polymer, which is strung together from monomers 

called deoxyribonucleotides [7,8]. Distinct nucleotides are detected only with their bases. Those 

bases are adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T). Two strands of DNA can form 

(under appropriate conditions) a double strand, if the respective bases are the Watson–Crick 

complements of each  other—A matches T and C matches G; also 3_ end matches 5_ end. e.g. the 

singled strands 5ACCGGATGTCA3 and 3TGGCCTACAGT5 can form a double  strand. We also 

call the strand 3TGGCCTACAGT5 as the complementary strand of  5ACCGGATGTCA3. 

The length of a single strand DNA is the number of nucleotides comprising the single 

strand. Thus, if a single strand DNA includes 20 nucleotides, it is called a 20 mer. The length of a 

double stranded DNA (where each nucleotide is base paired) is counted in the number of base pairs. 

Thus, if we make a double strand DNA from a single stranded 20 mer, then the length of the double 

strand DNA is 20 base pairs, also written as 20 bp (for more discussion of the relevant biological 

background, refer to [2,7,8].  The DNA operations proposed by Adleman and Lipton [1,2,4]. are 

described below. Adleman showed how DNA strands could be applied to manipulate solutions for 

an instance of the NP-complete Hamiltonian path problem (HPP). After that Lipton [4]  

demonstrated that the Adleman techniques could be employed to solve the NP-complete 

satisfiability problem (SAT). 
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These operations will be used to solve the bin-packing problem (BPP) in this paper. The 

Adleman–Lipton model: A (test) tube is a set of molecules of DNA (i.e. a multi-set of finite strings 

over the alphabet {A, C, G, T}). Given a tube, one can perform the following operations: 

1. Merge(T1, T2): for two given test tubes T1, T2 it stores the union 21 TT ∪  in T1 and leaves T2 

empty. 

2. Copy(T1, T2) : for a given test tube T1 it produces a test tube T2 with the same contents as T1. 

3. Detect(T) : given a test tube T it outputs ”yes” if T contains at least one strand, otherwise,  

outputs ”no” 

4. Separation(T1,X, T2) : for a given test tube T1 and a given set of strings X it removes all 

single strands containing a string in X from T1, and produces a test tube T2 with the removed 

strands; 

5. Selection(T1, L, T2) : for a given test tube T1 and a given integer L it removes all strands with 

length L from T1, and produces a test tube T2 with the removed strands; 

6. Cleavage(T, 10σσ ) : for a given test tube T and a string of two (specified) symbols 10σσ it 

cuts each double strand containing 
10

10

σσ
σσ

 in T into two double strands as follows:  

0100

0100

βσσα
βσσα

  ⇒   
00

00

σα
σα

  and  
01

01

βσ
βσ

 

7. Annealing(T) : for a given test tube T it produces all feasible double strands in T. The 
produced double strands are still stored in T after annealing; 

8. Denaturation(T) : for a given test tube T it dissociates each double strand in T into two 
single strands; 

9. Discard(T) : for a given test tube T it discards the tube T; 
10. Append(T,Z) : for a given test tube T and a given short DNA singled strand Z it appends Z 

onto the end of every strand in the tube T. 
 
2. Solving BPP by Adleman Lipton Model 

In the bin-packing problem (BPP) one is given a set of n items, each item i having a fixed weight 

wi, 0<wi<W, and a number of bins of fixed capacity W. The goal in the BPP is to pack the items in 

as few bins as possible. The BPP is an Np-hard problem. In this paper we solve the problem by a 

polynomial time algorithm. 

We denote each bin as a binary n-tuple. Its i-th place is 1 or 0 depending on it contains i-th 

item or not. Each solution of the BPP is a concatenation of many binary n-tuples. The number of the 

binary n-tuples is clearly at most n. Without loss of generality we can assume that for each 1≤i≤n, 

wi =10t for some integer t and W=10m+1 some integer m. We model the solution of the problem as 

follows: Let X and # be two DNA single strands of length 20 mer. We use X as delimiter. Suppose 

that 0,1, Ak, and Bk for k=1,2,…,n are DNA single strands of length 10 mer. Let Wk be a single 
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strand of length wk  for k=1,…,n. If the corresponding substrand of each bin contains substrand 

Bkwk1Ak  it means the bin contains the k-th item in the solution. We use the substrand Bk0Ak in the 

corresponding substrand of a bin to show that the bin does not contain the k-th item, e.g. suppose 

that the number of items is 3. The strand # B3w31A3B20A2B1w11A1X B30A3B2w21A2B10A1# is 

correspond the following solution: The items 1 and 3 are packed in a bin and the item 2 is packed in 

another bin. We solve the problem by the following DNA operations: 

2.1. Generation all packs 

Let P and Q be two tubes as P={1,0,A1#,A1XBn,#Bn,AkBk-1,Wk,W1| k=2,3,…,n},  

{ }kkABAWBXQ kkkkk ,...,2,1|0,1,#, ==    by the following operations we generate all packs.  

2.1.1b      Merge(P.Q) 
2.1.2b      Annealing(P) 
2.1.3b      Discard(Q) 
2.1.4b      Copy(P,Q) 
2.1.5b      Cleavage(Q,#Bn) 
2.1.6b      Cleavage(Q,A1#) 
2.1.7b      Denaturation(Q) 
2.1.8b      Separation(Q,X,T) 
2.1.9b      Separation(Q,A1,T1) 
2.1.10b   Discard(Q) 
2.1.11b   Discard(T) 
2.1.12b   Separation(T1,Bn,Q) 
2.1.13b   Denaturation(P) 
2.1.14b   Separation(P,#Bn,T) 
2.1.15b   Discard(P) 
2.1.16b   Separation(T,A1#,P) 
2.1.17b   Discard(T) 

 
Now, P contains solutions of the BPP which are not necessarily feasible. Each strand in Q is 

correspond to a packing of a bin. These operations are done in O(1) time. 

 
2.2. Removing the infeasible solutions  

Here we delete the infeasible solutions. Note that, there are two reasons for infeasibility. (1)  

The total weight of items in a bin exceeds the capacity of the bin. (2) Existence of an item in several 

bins.  

 
2.1.18b Copy(Q,T1) 

          For d=1 to 10m 
2.1.19b Selection(T1,d*10+30*n,T2) 
2.1.20b Copy(T2,T3) 
2.1.21b Discard(T2) 

              End for 
2.1.22b Separation(P,T1,T2) 
2.1.23b Discard(T2) 
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2.1.24b Discard(T1) 
2.1.25b Discard(T3) 

 
These operations are done in O(1) time. 

After that, we delete the solutions in which an item exists in the several bins    
 
             For d=1 to n 
 
2.2.1c Separation(P,BdWd1Ad,T2) 
2.2.2c Discard(P) 
2.2.3c Copy(T2,P) 
2.2.4c Discard(T2) 

End for 
 
These operations are done in O(n) time. 
 
                For d=1 to n 
                For r=1 to n 
                If d≠r then 
2.2.1d      Copy (Q,T1) 
2.2.2d      Separation (T1,Wd,T2) 
2.2.3d      Separation(T2,Wr,T3) 
2.2.4d     Discard(T1) 
2.2.5d     Copy(Q,T1) 
2.2.6d     Separation(T1,0Ad,T2) 
2.2.7d     Separation(T2,Wr,T4) 
2.2.8d     Separation(P,T3,P1) 
2.2.9d     Separation(P1,T4,T5) 
2.2.10d    Merge(P,P1) 
2.2.11d    Discard(T2) 
2.2.12d    Discard(T3) 
2.2.13d    Discard(T4) 
2.2.14d    Discard(T5) 
2.2.15d    Discard(P1) 
2.2.16d    Discard(T1) 

    End if 
    End for 
   End for 

The above operations are done in O(n2) time. 
2.3 Obtaining the optimum solution 

Now, there are feasible solutions in P. Let F=∑i wi. Here we obtain the optimum solution as 
follow: 
 
              For d=1 to n 
2.3.1      Selection (P,d*30*n+(d-1)*20+40 +F,T2)  
             If Detect (T2) then break the loop 
            End for 
 
These operations are done in O(n) time. 
 
3. Conclusion 
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As the first work for DNA computing, Adleman [1] presented an idea to demonstrate that  

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) strands can be applied to solve the Hamiltonian path problem of size 

n (in spite of its NP-completeness)in O(n) steps using DNA molecules. Adleman’s work shows that 

one can solve an NP-complete problem, which usually needs exponential time on a silicon based 

computer, in a polynomial number of steps with DNA molecules. After that, Lipton [4] 

demonstrated that Adleman’s experiment could be used to determine the satisfiability (SAT) 

problem (the first NP-complete problem). Recently, the method has been used to solve the 

optimization problems [9,6]. Ouyang et al. [6] showed that restriction enzymes could be used to 

solve the NP-complete clique problem. In recent years, lots of papers have occurred for designing 

DNA procedures and algorithms to solve various NP-complete problems. As Guo et al. [3] pointed 

out, it is still important to design DNA procedures and algorithms for solving various NPcomplete 

problems since it is very difficult to use biological operations for replacing mathematical 

operations. In this paper, we propose some procedures to solve the bin-packing problem in the 

Adleman-Lipton model. The procedures work in O(n2) time. 
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